
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Access to all the blocks

 Stencil set (per child)

 Images of rockets

 Basic Rocket Schema

 Information about rockets –
books, photos, songs, 
stories etc.

 A pencil and a red pencil 
(per child)

15–20 minutes

ROCKETS

Note: Ensure that your child doesn’t see the images on these pages before or during the session.

Rockets: History, Function and Structure (Analysis and Explanation)

Begin by facilitating exploration and discussion of rockets. Use books, stories, songs and photographs of your 
choice, as appropriate, in addition to the images provided.

Include the following information as a minimum:

• A rocket is a vehicle, missile or aircraft that moves very fast. 
• Rockets have been around for an astonishingly long time – over 2,000 years ago the people of the Han dynasty 

in China began experimenting with gunpowder and fireworks. People have been working on making better 
and better rockets ever since. 

• Soldiers use rockets as weapons. They can be very effective for firing at an enemy.
• Early rockets were very hard to steer – people could aim them, but could never be sure where they would land. 

This could be dangerous for the people firing them, and for anything else within range.
• Early rocket designers made it easier to guide rockets to their targets. They attached a long stick to the end of 

a rocket. The stick made it harder for the rocket to change course so it was more likely to go where people 
aimed it.

• Today scientists build rockets for many reasons. We use rockets to launch and guide spaceships, satellites, 
missiles, space probes and, in a simpler form, fireworks for firework displays. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To practise the process of concretisation – movement from the abstract (a schema) to 
the concrete (a 3D block structure)
To practise analysing a detailed diagram of an object systematically
To practise identifying an object’s main features, their functions and the spatial relationship 
between them
To develop visualisation skills
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Your child can identify the main component parts of a rocket and say what they are for.
Your child can build a few different rockets based on the same schema.
Your child can plan and then build rockets that they have designed themselves, choosing building blocks that correspond to each 
element of the rocket.
Your child’s detailed diagram and finished rockets take into account both functional and structural requirements, i.e. all the 
components of the rocket are present, and the shape and relative proportions of the structure are appropriate.



Explain the following points about the structure of a rocket and the function of the main component parts:

• A rocket has four main parts: the cone, the engine, the fuel tanks and the guidance system.
• The nose cone is at the front. It ends in a sharp point to help the rocket cut through the air. This is where the astronauts travel and where they put 

anything else that the rocket is going to carry into space.
• The engine is at the back. It is the engine that makes the rocket go. In the engine, special chemicals react together. The reaction produces very hot 

gases. These hot gases accelerate (move faster and faster) out of nozzles at the back or tail of the rocket. They are very hot indeed. No-one can 
stand under a big rocket when it is taking off. They would get burned. We call the force of the gases rushing out of the back of the rocket ‘the 
thrust’.

• The fuel tanks are where astronauts keep the special chemicals until the engine needs them.
• The guidance system makes sure that a rocket goes where people want to send it. For the simplest rockets and for fireworks, we can just use a 

stick to guide the rocket.

From Abstract to Concrete (Creating a Ghost Diagram from the Schema, Converting it to a Detailed Diagram and then Building the Structure)

Tell your child that they are going to be a rocket builder. Show them the Basic Rocket Schema – a generalised visual concept of 
a rocket. Ask them to close their eyes and imagine a real rocket. Emphasise that you want them to imagine a real rocket, not a 
rocket built out of blocks.

Give them a sheet of paper and a pencil, and ask them to draw a rocket outline, a ‘ghost diagram’ of a rocket. Hopefully it will look 
something like this (if not, they will have a chance to change it in the coming parts of the activity):

Now ask them to convert their ghost diagram into a ‘detailed diagram’ so that we can see how it could be made from building 
blocks. They can draw freehand or use the stencils. Your child may draw a prism to represent the top of the rocket but, for the 
moment, don’t comment on this. So their detailed diagram will likely look something like one of these:

Now ask your child to build the rocket that they have drawn. They might build the body of the rocket using cubes and cuboids, or they might use 
long and/or short cylinders. They will likely build a rocket that looks like one of the images at the top of the next page – a rocket similar to the one on 
the far right that uses cylinders and a cone is what we are aiming for. If your child drew the nose cone of the rocket as a triangular prism and builds it 
that way, point out that the prism sticks out at the two sides both on the drawing and in reality – it does not fit perfectly on the body of the rocket 
and will not be able to cut through the air properly. Hopefully they will suggest replacing the prism with a cone in both the diagram and the actual 
structure; if not, guide them to do that.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

ROCKETS – continued 
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If your child has used cubes or cuboids for the main body of the rocket, instead of cylinders, prompt them, as you did with the nose cone, to make a 
better choice to allow the rocket to travel smoothly through the air and not have any edges or corners sticking out. Once they have done that, point 
out how well the cone fits on the cylinders, running your finger around the edge of the circular ends to show them what you mean.

Finally, ask them to compare their detailed diagram with their built structure. If necessary, they should correct their detailed diagram 
with a red pencil to end up with a diagram that is similar to or the same as this, one that matches what they have built:

One Schema – Many Rockets (Interpreting One Schema in Many Different Ways)

Ask your child to look again at the schema that they used in the first activity, and ask them if they can build a different rocket from the one they just 
built but still according to this same schema. Encourage them to build as many different rockets as they want to. 

Admire their different rockets together. Discuss the differences between them and note the underlying structural similarity – all the different rockets 
are based on the same schema. Summarise by helping your child verbalise the understanding that it is possible to interpret one schema in many 
different ways, building many different structures that correspond to it.

ROCKETS – continued 
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Cut out each rocket picture separately.
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